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The popularization of the Internet has made the net literature famous for its 
popularity, and this implies a big market in this modern society. As a rising force in 
this new age, there still are many disputes of net literature on factors like: whether it is 
real literature, which path should net literature go, etc, but what do not receive dispute 
is the hundreds of millions of click rate of net literature everyday, thus, every single 
people could be a net writer if they want. Liberty, convenience and arbitrariness are 
three main features of net literature. The liberty is the core feature of net literature, for 
its separated from traditional paper media and not wasting paper resources in any 
form. Consequently, net literature is a breaking through in the system of nowadays’ 
distribution of culture resources, at the same time, it could reverse the ideological 
hegemony holding in the traditional paper media culture, and open up a new line of 
literature in a totally different direction.  
ten year has passed before we notice since the Internet literature emerged. during 
this ten years, the quantity of the Internet literature work has exceeded the number of 
contemporary paper literature came out within the last 50 years. The Internet literature 
has raised a strong, lasting and universal reading need in the society, it has effect and 
changed the Chinese literature patterns deeply. 
From free to charge, from single charge to multi-promotion, its gains has form a 
intact industrial chain. Today, this industrial chain locates in a vast domain like: line 
publishing, online games, video production, comic, etc. Now the internet literature has 
shown us a flourish prospect in just a short period. 
The present writer as an author, who has published eleven fictions of net 
literature, is starting at the point of Arts Management to analyze the status in quo and 
audience development of net literature under the new circumstances of today’s media. 
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